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Part 1: Directed Writing

Write an article in Urdu in response to the poster below. Your article should be about 150 words long. You should include the points written below the poster. It will be to your advantage to keep to the recommended length.

اے پچھلی کونسل کے لیے
"پبلک سیرچ چورنگی کی احتیاط، پرویز مضمون لکھیے۔
پیام انجام دیاکی، پرویز مضمون پڑھوا لیا کو
ایک چندان سمیت
اندرولوشن شروع نے کے لیے بہتر سال کا مفت کمک لگا

آپ نے مضمون نویسی کے مقابلے کا نیوشنڈر دیکھا کے اور ہم مفت کمک لگا کیا۔

ایک مضمون نویسی اور احسن بات ہے کہ یہ:
• پبلک سیرچ چورنگی کی احتیاط
• پبلک سیرچ پرویز مضمون
• اندرولوشن نے کے لیے بہتر سال کا مفت کمک
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Part 2: Letter, Report, Dialogue or Speech

From a choice of two questions, write one composition in Urdu of about 200 words. It will be to your advantage to keep to the recommended length. [20]

Many firms are producing less and losing money because office staff spend too long on social networking sites, a government survey says. The survey questioned 4,000 employees between the ages of 21 and 60.

According to this survey, workers use Facebook, MySpace and other sites for “romancing” and other purposes. Office employees questioned in the survey spent on average an hour a day on such sites, leading to a loss of production of nearly 12%.

“As a matter of fact, the growing use of these sites can be dangerous for business, and some IT companies have already installed software to restrict its use”, a government spokesman said. Nearly half of the office employees surveyed accessed Facebook during work time. Some 83% saw nothing wrong in surfing the net at work during office hours. Only 40% of the employees interviewed said that their companies allowed staff full access to social networking sites. The survey also showed that 84% of people surveyed show signs of internet addiction: they do not take breaks at appropriate times, they spend more than a “normal” amount of time online, and can get angry if they are interrupted while surfing.

In September, a Town Council in England banned staff from accessing Facebook on its computers after it was revealed they spent on average 400 hours on the site every month. [20]

Part 3: Translation

Translate the following passage into Urdu.

Many firms are producing less and losing money because office staff spend too long on social networking sites, a government survey says. The survey questioned 4,000 employees between the ages of 21 and 60.

According to this survey, workers use Facebook, MySpace and other sites for “romancing” and other purposes. Office employees questioned in the survey spent on average an hour a day on such sites, leading to a loss of production of nearly 12%.

"As a matter of fact, the growing use of these sites can be dangerous for business, and some IT companies have already installed software to restrict its use", a government spokesman said. Nearly half of the office employees surveyed accessed Facebook during work time. Some 83% saw nothing wrong in surfing the net at work during office hours. Only 40% of the employees interviewed said that their companies allowed staff full access to social networking sites. The survey also showed that 84% of people surveyed show signs of internet addiction: they do not take breaks at appropriate times, they spend more than a “normal” amount of time online, and can get angry if they are interrupted while surfing.

In September, a Town Council in England banned staff from accessing Facebook on its computers after it was revealed they spent on average 400 hours on the site every month.